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Our elementary, middle, and high school teaching about Jews, Judaism, and Israel is driven by textbook misstatements about Jewish theology, social structure, and the history of Israel that comprise an
unsavory picture of Jews and Israel. This book will be an extremely valuable reference tool for educators and members of the public interested in religion and the Middle East.
Teaching Global History challenges prospective and beginning social studies teachers to formulate their own views about what is important to know in global history and why. It explains how to organize the
curriculum around broad social studies concepts and themes and student questions about humanity, history, and the contemporary world. All chapters include lesson ideas, a sample lesson plan with activity
sheets, primary source documents, and helpful charts, graphs, photographs, and maps. High school students’ responses are woven in throughout. Additional material corresponding to each chapter is posted
online at http://people.hofstra.edu/alan_j_singer. The traditional curriculum tends to highlight the Western heritage, and to race through epochs and regions, leaving little time for an in-depth exploration of
concepts and historical themes, for the evaluation of primary and secondary sources, and for students to draw their own historical conclusions. Offering an alternative to such pre-packaged textbook outlines
and materials, this text is a powerful resource for promoting thoughtful reflection and debate about what the global history curriculum should be and how to teach it.
The Human Journey offers a truly concise yet satisfyingly full history of the world from ancient times to the present. The book’s scope, as the title implies, is the whole story of humanity, in planetary context.
Its themes include not only the great questions of the humanities—nature versus nurture, the history and meaning of human variation, the sources of wealth and causes of revolution—but also the major
transformations in human history: agriculture, cities, iron, writing, universal religions, global trade, industrialization, popular government, justice, and equality. In each conceptually rich chapter, leading
historian Kevin Reilly concentrates on a single important period and theme, sustaining a focused narrative and analytical perspective. Chapter 2, for example, discusses the significance of bronze-age
urbanization and the advent of the Iron Age. Chapter 3 examines the meaning and significance of the age of “classical” civilizations. Chapter 4 explains the spread of universal religions and new technologies
in the postclassical age of Eurasian integration. But these examples also reveal a range of approaches to world history. The first chapter is an example of current “Big History,” the second of history as
technological transformations, the third of comparative history, the fourth the history of connections that dominates, and thus narrows, so many texts. Free of either a confined, limiting focus or a mandatory
laundry list of topics, this book begins with our most important questions and searches all of our past for answers. Well-grounded in the latest scholarship, this is not a fill-in-the-blanks text, but world history in
a grand humanistic tradition.
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Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers the breadth of the chronological history of the United States and also provides the necessary depth to ensure the course is
manageable for instructors and students alike. U.S. History is designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of most courses. The authors introduce key forces and
major developments that together form the American experience, with particular attention paid to considering issues of race, class and gender. The text provides a balanced
approach to U.S. history, considering the people, events and ideas that have shaped the United States from both the top down (politics, economics, diplomacy) and bottom up
(eyewitness accounts, lived experience).
The Human Journey begins every chapter with a set of theme statements drawn from several broad themes central to world history: Geography, Economics, Government,
Citizenship, Culture, Science, Technology & Society, Constitutional Heritage, and Global Relations. Throughout The Human Journey, you are asked to think critically about the
events and issues that have shaped world history. - Publisher.
When a meteorite lands in Surrey, the locals don't know what to make of it. But as Martians emerge and begin killing bystanders, it quickly becomes clear—England is under attack. Armed
soldiers converge on the scene to ward off the invaders, but meanwhile, more Martian cylinders land on Earth, bringing reinforcements. As war breaks out across England, the locals must fight
for their lives, but life on Earth will never be the same. This is an unabridged version of one of the first fictional accounts of extraterrestrial invasion. H. G. Wells's military science fiction novel
was first published in book form in 1898, and is considered a classic of English literature.
"Historians try to learn what life was like for people long ago in places around the world. To understand the people and places of the past, historians study clues and evidence. Studying history
will be easy for you using this textbook. Each chapter includes a chapter-opener introduction with a time line of important events, a Social Studies skills activity, chapter review pages, and a
standardized test practice page."--Publisher.
An absorbing, minute-by-minute account of the demise of the "unsinkable" Titanic, the massive luxury liner that housed a French "sidewalk cafe" and a grand staircase, among other
extravagances, but failed to provide enough lifeboats for the 2,207 passengers on board. Reissue.
In an age of unprecedented corporate and political control over life inside of educational institutions, this book provides a needed intervention to investigate how the economic and political elite use traditional
artifacts in K-16 schools to perpetuate their interests at the expense of minoritized social groups. The contributors provide a comprehensive examination of how textbooks, the most dominant cultural force in
which corporations and political leaders impact the schooling curricula, shape students’ thoughts and behavior, perpetuate power in dominant groups, and trivialize social groups who are oppressed on the
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structural axes of race, class, gender, sexuality, and (dis)ability. Several contributors also generate critical insight in how power shapes the production of textbooks and evaluate whether textbooks still
perpetuate dominant Western narratives that normalize and privilege patriotism, militarism, consumerism, White supremacy, heterosexism, rugged individualism, technology, and a positivistic conception of
the world. Finally, the book highlights several textbooks that challenge readers to rethink their stereotypical views of the Other, to reflect upon the constitutive forces causing oppression in schools and in the
wider society, and to reflect upon how to challenge corporate and political dominance over knowledge production.
Criticizes the way history is presented in current textbooks, and suggests a fresh and more accurate approach to teaching American history.
World History: Patterns of Interaction © 2012 is a highly integrated, high school world history textbook program with enhanced HISTORY® curriculum that provides teachers with a practical and motivational
approach to help students think critically and reflectively. Together, HMH & HISTORY® infuse social studies with streaming video and interactive features that bring content to life for students and help them
make connections between the past and present. Meeting the needs of all learners is no easy task. This is why Houghton Mifflin Harcourt created World History: Patterns of Interaction. Designed to engage
students with the narrative while integrating rich multimedia assets, the program brings content to life for students and enriches their understanding. - Publisher.

Combines motivating stories with research-based instruction that helps students improve their reading and social studies skills as they discover the past. Every lesson of the
textbook is keyed to California content standards and analysis skills.
Promotes critical thinking with first-hand accounts and documents, emphasizes the big picture focusing on key concepts, themes and patterns of interaction allowing students to
connect events and ideas of the past and see global connections, and supports all learners. Teachers' edition uses traditional and alternative teaching strategies, annotations,
activities and technology tips.
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